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Salute to Marvin Karrels! Bulletin Cover
Marvin Karrels was president of the American Peony Society from

1947-1949, and a member of the Board of Directors through the con
secutive years and continuing. He is a life member of the Society, a

member of the seedling committee, and one of the most knowledgeable
and outstanding authorities on the evaluation of the peony. He was
one of a small group of men that organized the 5th District 33 years
ago. Each year he has attended the meetings and has seen it become an
enthusiastic organization. At the present time, he has just completed
another term as President of the 5th.

He has grown many peonies over the span of years and now in ad
dition, the tree peony flourishes in his special prepared peony beds.

He wrote the "Guide for Exhibition Judging" of the peony in
detail.

His first priority is the nomenclature of the peony. Correct pro
cedure must be followed. "We must have an accurate nomenclature."

Mr. Karrels has always been an advocate of peony exhibitions. He

is one of the pros in peony exhibiting, always entering peonies at the
national shows. - 1 -
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How lovely winter is summed up in the above verses. Many of us fail to see
the loveliness that winter brings. We have put our gardens to sleep for a few
fleeting months; we can now formulate our plans for the next year. We will
soon step over the threshold of the coming year with varied reactions. Some of
us may have experienced failures with our garden projects; some of us more
fortunate are elated on our success and are planning greater triumphs. To
those of you who may not have achieved your ambition, let me say that this is

a great challenge to your ability as a gardener, and I trust you will meet this
challenge with a firm determination and a definite purpose in mind to be suc
cessful the coming year. Often these failures are the stepping stones to future
successes that are beyond our present power to visualize.

It takes unlimited patience and years of hard work to be a successful
gardener one cannot achieve this ambition overnight. It has been my
privilege to speak to many thousands of gardeners in my span of life and it

always affords me great satisfaction to meet the gardener who is not easily
discouraged, but who smiles at his failures and tries, tries again. This fellow is

bound to succeed.
Life is not always easy; it wasn't intended toJbe so by our Maker. Ruskin

has beautifully expressed it in the following lines:
"God has lent us the earth for our life. It is a great entail. It belongs as

much to those who are to come after us as to us, and we have no right by
anything we do or neglect, to involve them in any unnecessary penalties, or to
deprive them of the benefits which were in our power to bequeath."

By passing on the knowledge we have acquired during our lifetime, we can
enrich the lives of others and make the road to success just a little easier to
travel. I have yet to meet the man or woman who has not experienced failures
in his or her garden activities, or as a matter of fact I have never met the per
son who has not experienced failures in his lifetime. They are scattered along
the journey of life as stepping stones to greater achievements and
perseverance. -W. F. Christman 1949
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FROM YOUR
PRESIDENT

As winter sets in, I'm sure all of you have completed the task of
transplanting your peony divisions. Now it's up to Mother Nature to
do her part during the winter months.

Since last winter had an unusually deep snow cover in a substan
tial portion of the United States, the soil did not undergo the normal
freezing and thawing process. This, along with dry weather, has made
the subsoil very hard and dry. Let's hope this coming winter produces
a good deal of freezing and thawing action in the subsoil so the ground
will mellow and loosen up.

Once again District 5 had their annual fall banquet at the Abbey in
Fontana, Wisconsin. There were 50 to 60 people in attendance.

The popularity of the peony continues to grow as evidenced by the
increase in sales at the wholesale and retail level. Undoubtedly, the
various exhibits and shows presented this past season by members of
the Society have contributed a great deal to this increased popularity.

As the holiday season approaches, let me take this opportunity to
wish all of you health and happiness.

Chuck Klehm

- 5 -



Peony fields of Mr. Theodore Person, commercial grower. La
Houhuette, St. Lawrence, Jersey, Channel Isle, Great Britain.
P. Sarah Bernhardt ready for harvesting for the cut flower trade.
Peonies are grown on the ridge system, in heavy loam, sloping south.
A good crop this year, although it was difficult to do the work as we
had a heat wave in mid peony season.
Peonies are kept in cold storage at 45 degrees F. The blooms will keep
in good condition for three to four weeks.

T. Person- 6 -



Peonies ready for harvesting.

Another peony field ofMr. Person, Jersey, Channel Isle, Great Britain,
in a beautiful valley, very steep. The work cannot be done with a trac
tor.



Daughter of Mr. Person helping with the cutting. La Houhuette, St.
Lawrence, Jersey, Channel Isle, Great Britain.

A LETTER TO SILVIA FROM FAR OFF LATVIA

During recent months I have received two issues of a plant
bulletin called DARZS un DRAVA, which our readers will easily
recognize as Latvian for Garden and Apiary. The first thing that
struck my eyes were the stamps on the envelopes all eleven of them,
in vivid color, four depicting Museum Art Works, and seven were
gorgeous flowers, all labeled (some in Latin): iris, gladiolus, chrysan
themum and rose, Arnica, Ostrowskia and orchid. Why, oh why, can
not the United States have beautiful stamps that would be admired
wherever in the world they happen to land? I wonder.

Back to the bulletins: they contain articles on peonies, by one E.
ZVAIGZNITE, unknown to me. One is on DZELTENAS PEONIJAS,
which after a good deal of research, I decided means Yellow Peonies,
and the other on KRUMU PEONIJAS, meaning shrub, or as we would
say, Tree Peonies. With the second bulletin came a lovely letter, very
prettily penned, which went, "Dear Miss Silvia Saunders: I'm sending
you a spring greeting this Latvian magazine 'Darzs un Drava.' Here
you'll have a glimpse of my garden and of some of my Paeonia Suf-
fruticosa hybrids. Though many thousand kilometers separate us and
our countries, our common love for peonies inspires us and helps us to
understand each other much better. Sincerely yours, Elvira
Zvaigznite." How charming. On the back cover are four color

Silvia Saunders, Clinton, New York
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photographs, each of a different tree peony bloom, one being held by a
pretty, blond young woman whom I take to be my correspondent. Who
knows, perhaps the peonies are really "her" hybrids meaning her
own originations.

I managed to find a college student nearby, an odd hybrid himself,
being a Japanese-Latvian. He translated the article on the Yellow
peonies for me, which runs as follows. (I shall try to find him or another
Latvian student to do the second article, and if I succeed, I shall send
it also to the Bulletin.)

Yellow Peonies
by E. Zvaigznite

The greatest accomplishments in yellow peony breeding belong to
the American Peony Association's president, Professor A. P.
Saunders. He was the first in the United States to utilize the so-called
"Russian peonies" in his work. Professor Saunders accomplished very
many "crosses between strains" [perhaps between species would be a
more exact translation], forming various combinations. By crossing
the diploid breed with tetraploids, the resulting hybrids were almost
sterile, and muck work was involved before the new hybrid started pro
ducing seeds. The new polyploid hybrid was unusual because of such
important characteristics as uncommon colors of blossom, shining
crownleafs, large long-lasting flowers, and a longer blooming period.
Saunders-created shrub peony strains bloom two weeks later f? might
read: bloom once, then again two weeks later].

All told, Saunders created 165 regular and 75 shrub peonies. From
America the new strains have traveled to the botanical gardens of
England, France and Sweden. They that see these colorful breeds in
Moscow's botanical garden are not quick to forget them for instance
the "Laura Magnuson," "Sophie," "Carina," "Julian Grant," and
others.

The average peony hobbyist might consider June the most satisfy
ing month of the year and why not? June is the month of home
garden reward, the month of commercial garden display, the month of
pageantry in the gardens, the month of fulfillment at National and
Local shows. June is the month of fruition.

On the other hand, September is the month of promise. In peony
catalogs, garden plans, new varieties and dreams of June, there is an
ticipation never marred by late frost, lashing rains, botrytis or thrips.
Late varieties always open, blooms are always large, the stems strong,
the color appealing, the form perfect. June is always perfect in
September. - 9 -



PEONY PERUSING 79
by Brian J. Porter, Regina, Saskatchewan

Having been a member of the American Peony Society for five
years, I finally decided to attend the Annual Show this spring. Illinois
was a state I had not visited before, and I was most anxious to see
some of the newer varieties of peonies which haven't been introduced
here. In addition, I was hopeful that I would meet some of the peony
growers and authors mentioned in the Bulletin.

After checking the distance to Champaign-Urbana, I decided air
travel would be the most feasible. Contacting a travel agency, I
discovered that three poorly connected flights via Winnipeg and
Chicago would get me to Champaign-Urbana in ten hours' time. Know
ing that Chicago had the world's busiest airport, I was not too anxious
to make plane connections there, but the lure of the peony won out. I
left Regina on a warm, balmy day, and thankfully, all flights were
pleasant.

On arrival, I was pleasantly surprised when I discovered that the
gentleman I had been sitting with on the last flight was picking up a
box of flowers. "They have to be peonies," I convinced myself, and on
the limousine Mr. John Kriechbaum confirmed that they were. We
checked into separate motels.

That evening in a restaurant beside my motel, I overheard two
people sitting behind me discussing peonies, so I asked if they were at
tending the show. They were, and so I met Mr. and Mrs. John Simkins,
fellow Canadians.

At noon the next day I braved the fierce wind and hiked up to the
Marketplace Mall. I had thought only Saskatchewan had wind like
that! A quick tour showed me the tables awaiting peonies but where
were the peonies? And where were the exhibitors? After browsing
through the stores in the mall, I decided to visit a garden center which
I had noted in the yellow pages as perhaps being worth a visit. I called
a cab and headed to the western outskirts of Champaign. While I
didn't buy any plants, as I knew I would have to get them inspected to
get them home safely, I found the visit most interesting.

Later in the day, I returned to the mall, and entering a different
door, I discovered the room where peonies were being unpacked and
prepared for the show table. Introductions to several peony growers
soon followed. I was particularly pleased to meet our Secretary, Greta
Kessenich, as I had corresponded with her on several occasions.

Even before seeing the show tables, I was warned that because of
the late spring, the show would not be large. Nevertheless, when you
haven't seen any peony shows, even a small one is impressive and im
pressed I was. I would have liked to bring the exhibit back home to
Regina and show it off, as I am quite sure there has never been
anything like it staged here.

- 10 -



I was thrilled to see so many different varieties of peonies which
are not grown here in prairie Canada. In fact, I counted only 10
varieties of herbaceous peonies which I had seen before. The only real
ly common variety I recognized was Karl Rosenfield. Of course, many
of the new ones I viewed were hybrids which have never been prop
agated by our prairie nurserymen. The tree peonies were very beautiful
too, but knowing that our climate is so unfavorable for them, I paid
most attention to the luteas and herbaceous types.

What was the most impressive variety? I would say Don Hollings-
worth's Itoh hybrid #205, which has a striking yellow color. I spent
considerable time taking notes on every named variety, and in my
notebook I particularly noted Dandy Dan, Cytheria, May Dawn and
Coral Charm as being distinctly different. In the doubles, Bowl of
Cream, Norma Volz and Le Cygne were especially delightful to view. I
was also glad to see the variety Mrs. F.D. Roosevelt, one which I have
read much about, but never before encountered.

As I was taking notes I heard many mall shoppers exclaiming over
one peony or another, and comments like "I didn't know there were so
many varieties." One man assumed I was an authority and described
his ailing peony in detail, hoping for a solution. Another asked where
to buy peonies, and thanks to the map Klehm's Nursery had provided,
the answer was simple.

All in all, the trip was worthwhile, even if it wasn't one of the most
spectacular shows. I learned a great deal at the show and it certainly
makes one feel at home once you meet a few fellow peony fanatics. A
cashier in a nearby restaurant was not so impressed however. When I
absentmindedly tried to pay for a meal with Canadian currency, she
asked what part of Canada I was from. Upon finding out, she ex
claimed, "You came all that way just to see a dumb flower show?!"
Perhaps I should have suggested she try boiling the peony roots and
eating them if she didn't care for the flowers.

Having taken quite a few slides in the past at horticultural shows
in Saskatchewan, I felt confident in photographing the beautiful
peonies at the show. Unfortunately I managed to over-expose every
one, so it's back to the camera-flash manuals. And of course, all the
more reason to attend another American Peony Society Show!

Mr. Porter is a Horticulture Specialist, Dept. of Agriculture,
Regina, Saskatchewan.

REGISTRATIONS
Because of name duplication, peony TOWN TALK, Bulletin #231, has
been changed to VILLAGE TALK. Registered by William H.
Krekler,1979.

- 11 -



NOTES FROM REGINA 1979
by Brian J. Porter, Regina, Saskatchewan

The winter of 1978-79 here in Regina was not particularly en
joyable, as temperatures were generally below normal for most of the
winter. Winter began suddenly in early November with a good
snowfall, and by November 20 we had temperatures as low as -33 ° C.
(For those of you whose brains short-circuit doing metric conversions,
that's about -27° F.) At the worst we experienced -35.6° C (-32° F) in
January, considerably better than the previous winter. February was
bitterly cold, but followed by a pleasant March, which took away much
of our snow and held promise of an early spring. Little did we know
that winter would last not only through April, but also into May, for
we had 7 inches of snow on May 6 most unwelcome. Fortunately the
snow disappeared within a day or so.

By May 24, when I left for Champaign-Urbana to attend the
American Peony Society show, my peonies were only 1 to 3 inches out
of the ground. Thanks to a warm spell while I was away, they had
grown to a point where flower buds were showing on some when I
returned 4 days later.

My first peony to bloom was Paeonia smouthii, on June 8, fol
lowed closely by Peter Barr. In Regina, most peonies (lactifloras) were
at their peak between June 24 and July 7. Peonies were later further
north in the province.

My tree peonies, which had been covered last winter with only dry
leaves, bloomed much later this year, and only one per plant. Age of
Gold was first to bloom, on July 1 and High Noon not until July 7. Age
of Gold again killed completely to ground level, while High Noon killed
back to about 4 inches above ground level. Rock's variety showed no
winter injury, but had no flower buds, and the tallest shoot was
snapped off during a windy spell this spring.

This fall I plan to add a few more varieties, being inspired by the
ones I saw in Champaign-Urbana. I plan to try one more lutea hybrid
for comparison with those I already have.

In closing, I might add that I dried a blossom of Age of Gold in
silica gel this year, and it turned out very well. Hopefully, it will keep
me satisfied until I can enjoy next year's crop of blossoms.

THE SEARCH FOR BETTER PLANTS
Ben Gilbertson, Kindred, North Dakota

My first attempt at peony breeding was in the summer of 1955
when I found a single type of flower on a plant of the PHILIPPE
REVOIRE VARIETY which was carrying a full supply of stamens
that all had anthers of pollen as normal as any single peony flower. I
had been growing this variety for some twenty years and had never
seen any but full double flowers on any of these plants. The variety is- 12 -



of late bloom in this area, and the only bloom that I could find that was
still just opening was a few lateral flowers on some plants of the vari
ety KANSAS. These plants set seed freely and I had a small supply of
seeds that were planted late that fall as dry seed, and the second
spring thereafter I had 1 7 small seedlings.

I had previously dabbled in plant breeding with corn, which only
required the planting of a few seeds of one variety in a field of the other
variety and then detassling the few as soon as the tassels could be seen
emerging. The rest of the operation was done automatically by Mother
Nature.

The same spring that I started breeding peonies, I also set out to
create a bush squash. When I gathered in the squash fruits the
preceding fall, I found one fruit 36 feet from the spot where the seed
was planted. The variety was Buttercup and is still very popular. I
found the work with squash much more rewarding than peonies as the
results were visible the next summer, while with peonies it meant
waiting 5 to 8 years. Also we had access to much better breeding stock
in squash. Most any two piants were capable of producing a cross if
they were of the same species. We were growing mostly full double
peony varieties which had no pollen and no carpels or seed pods and
were completely sterile.

Among the first varieties tried for breeding were FESTIVA MAX
IMA, which would set a few seeds. KARL ROSENFIELD was a little
better. PRIMEVERE and LAURA DESSERT, both near-yellows of
anemone type flowers were quite good and KANSAS was fertile both
ways it had pollen and some small carpels which would produce some
seeds. MONS. JULES ELIE was perhaps our best breeder plant for
seed production then. MLOKOSEWITSCHI, TENUIFOLIA, AND
WITTMANNIANA which I had proved to be completely infertile to
the Lactiflora plants that were used for seed production at that time.

Many Specie plants were brought in and various crosses made
from them. The results were nearly always disappointing and I do not
feel that anything worthwhile was accomplished in this approach.
Other than the OFFICINALIS and LOBATA group, did not produce
anything better than what we already had.

It is interesting to see how peony varieties do change as they age.
CLAIRE DE LUNE, the first ten years we had it was used as a pollen
plant with no results whatever, but the plant has proved at least partly
fertile as a pollinator the past few years, and also will produce an occa
sional seed which will germinate. My introduction "GOLDILOCKS"
when it first came into blooming age, was a fine seed producer with
every flower having good carpels that would set seed freely from most
any diploid peony pollen. It would also set seed from MOONRISE,
which I believe is a tetraploid but only about 20 percent of that seed
would germinate.

In summarizing my efforts to date, in search for better plants I
can name the following: 1) Squash, Kindred released in 1969 by North- 13 -



rup King & Co. Seven Peonies - HEDGEMASTER. PINK 'N
YELLOW, MULTIFLORA, WINE RED, GOLDILOCKS, ATLAS
and DAKOTA PRINCESS. Two trees, KINDRED ASH, a green ash
that is seedless and DAKOTA LINDEN, a large leaf Basswood.

WINTER CONDITIONS-
SUN, WIND, AND COLD

PEONIES Newly planted peonies should be mulched the first
season to prevent heaving. Marsh hay, straw, and any other loose
mulch will be satisfactory. After the plants are established it will not
be necessary to mulch them.

WINTER CONDITIONS - The use of winter protection from the
weather can be divided into the elements and their effects during the
winter months; sun, wind and cold are the ones that are important.
Water, unless the soil is flooded, usually has little effect in normal
seasons or unless there is a severe fall drought.

SUN Winter sun can be disastrous to many plants. Actually we
are closer to the sun during the winter season than in the summer, but
the angle of the rays makes its heat less intense. There are times and
situations when even the low winter rays can be very damaging.
Bright sunlight, following hard freezing of the soil, can cause such a
drying of the leaves on evergreens that bad cases of sunscald result.
This is the so-called winter burn. Generally, only the south side of the
plant or tree will be affected, or the greatest damage will occur there.
This is the reason why rhododendrons should be planted for winter
shade. Other evergreens can, and do, suffer in many winters, especially
when planted on the south of foundations where the sun is reflected
and the heat is held.

Sun may also be trapped in pockets, as in southeast exposures,
and cause an excessive heating of the soil and plants, resulting in an
early growth that is killed by night frosts.

Where there is reason to suspect that winter sun can create trou
ble, a screen of burlap, evergreen branches, wattle fencing, or some
other device to cast shade will do the trick.

Perennials and bulbs in southeast exposures may be held back by
shading the soil heavily after it has frozen. In many cases, however,
the sun is not the worst offender.

WIND Wind has some of the same effects as sun, but again it is
usually in some special spot. The effect of the wind is to dry plants,
and a continuous blast of wind, when the ground is frozen, will act in
the same way as a drought. Usually it is only evergreens located in
drafty spots that will be hurt by normal winter winds. Treatment for
these spots is similar to that for sun. Use a windbreak of some material
to protect the plants. Generally plants that are affected by winter
winds will also be affected by hot summer ones, and some permanent
treatment should be done to correct these windy spots, or to plant- 14 -



plants that are tough enough to absorb this punishment.
COLD Low temperatures may be disastrous to some plants. We

are proud to say that this is not true of peonies. We all know that
palms, tomatoes, oranges and many other plants will perish from the
effects of low temperatures. In some plants the tops are more sensitive
to cold than the roots, and they will die back to the ground if the
temperature goes too low. Clematis, buddleia, some climbing roses,
many hybrid teas, duetzia and occasionally forsythia fall into this
group. Some of these will only be injured in very exceptional winters.

Ripeness of the wood is also a factor in surviving cold. Young
wood is much more sensitive than fully matured wood. This is one of
the big reasons against fall planting, of many plants, and especially
roses. They generally do not ripen sufficiently for proper fall planting
in this particular climate. In an occasionally bad winter they will
perish completely. Better one season of bloom than the risk of none.

The effects of cold can be mitigated somewhat by the protection of
the soil. That is why banking up is practiced with plants that die back
to the roots. The soil is less cold than the air.

Mulching is good protection as it slows up the changes in the soil
temperature. Black, or other dark colors, absorb heat rapidly and
become very warm. This is true of dark soils when the sun shines.
Mulching, by preventing the sun from shining on the dark soil, will
prevent the rapid thawing of the surface during a bright day that will
then freeze during the night. It is the expansion of the ice in the upper
frozen layer of soil over the thawed portion that lifts the tops of peren
nials and tears off the lower roots that are still embedded in the frozen
lower soil. This is known as heaving, and its prevention is simple. Keep
the sun from shining directly on the soil. Any loose or light colored
material will do. Hay, straw, excelsior, vermiculite, glass wool, leaves
of kinds that do not pack, evergreen branches are some of the
materials employed. Shades of boards or burlap will also serve to
shade some plants.

Mulching also has an advantage in that the insulating qualities of
a layer of material on top of the soil will prevent the soil from becom
ing warmed up too rapidly on a warm winter day.

Mulching may be done at any time. If there is apt to be trouble
from rodents, delay mulching until the ground is frozen and mice and
other rodents have found winter protection, but if you are not bothered
with mice, rabbits, etc., then the mulches can be put on at any time.
Mulches do not warm the soil but merely slow up the changes so that
brief warm spells do not penetrate and thaw the soil.

Joe's Bulletin, America's oldest flower garden magazine.
Resourceful, unequaled ad section. Buy, sell direct save. Sample, 15
cents postage. Write IAMOCO, Box 144, Lamoni, Iowa 50140.
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HOME GARDEN
NOW IS IDEAL FOR PLANTING PEONIES

Art Kozelka, Garden Editor
Chicago Tribune, September 9, 1979

It is hard to imagine a home garden without any peonies. Among
the perennials, these herbaceous stalwarts rank high not only for their
spectacular springtime flowers but also for their dependable, carefree
performance year after year.

Now, with the traditional peony planting time at hand, the big
fluffy blooms that have long been gone are well-remembered for their
important contributions to the spring garden scene.

So if you are eager to establish a peony planting on a new
homesite, or a veteran peony buff looking to add exciting new varieties
to your collection, the weeks ahead are ideal for getting the roots into
the ground.

The reason for this is that the plants have already developed
plump new eyes (buds) for next season and can be dug and divided
most advantageously. This is the time commercial growers dig their
plants for market. It follows that this also is the optimum time to lift
and divide older clumps in the garden, although this seldom is
necessary, unless you want to move them elsewhere or share some
roots with a friend or neighbor.

Beginning gardeners soon discover, as have those with years of
gardening experience, that peonies have many virtues. Not only are
they long-lived, but they adapt well as specimen plants in beds and
borders, are spectacular in massed beds, and can be effective, tem
porary summer hedges along driveways and walks. Their attractive
foliage continues throughout the summer and into the fall.

Unlike other perennials, which must be lifted and divided every
few years, peonies will continue to thrive in the same location for
years, producing fine blooms each spring when conditions are
favorable.

It is not uncommon to find healthy stands flowering magnificently
and unfailingly where they were first planted 25 or more years ago. Or
dinarily the only time they must be taken up is when adjacent shrubs
or trees begin to encroach on their share of sunlight, which is essential
to good bloom.

With this in mind, you should choose the best possible planting
site on the premises one that offers full sunlight and adequately
drained soil. A soil that drains poorly may result in disease-prone
plants.

Dig planting holes deep enough to hold the entire fleshy root
system, but care must be taken not to set the eyes (buds) on the roots
any deeper than 1 V% to 2 inches. Deeper placement of the eyes is one of- 16 -



the most common reasons for a plant's failure to flower.
Too shallow planting, on the other hand, may result in winter kill

of the eyes, especially when temperatures are extremely low. If you
plant late in the season, it is advisable to apply a light mulch to protect
the plants. Once plants are established, mulching is unnecessary.

In early spring, just as the foliage begins to unfurl, a light applica
tion of bone meal, worked into the soil around the plants, will en
courage vigorous growth. Foliage should be allowed to mature after
flowering, but cut down and destroyed when it turns brown in late
summer as a precaution against carry-over of any disease that may be
present.

When selecting new varieties for planting, it may help to know
that they are classified according to the type of blooms they produce.
The singles have five or more petals around a center of fertile stamens.
The Japanese or anemone types have five or more petals surrounding a
center of enlarged petaloid stamens that yield little or no pollen. The
doubles, which many regard as the showiest of all, have many rows of
petals extending to the center of the flower.

Many beginners start their peony collections with unidentified
stock given them by friends, but once they discover their flowering
splendor and ease of care, they are eager to add named varieties of
their own selection.

Recent introductions of fanciful varieties such as those in the
Estate Series, developed by Charles Klehm & Son's nursery in Arl
ington Heights, peony specialists for more than a century, boast richer
colors and better form than many of the older varieties.

Among those that we grow and favor in our garden are Pillow
Talk, a delicate double-pink beauty; Dinner Plate, which has enormous
shell-pink flowers; Honey Gold, pure white with golden tints;
Raspberry Sundae, a blend of peach, pink, cream, and raspberry red;
Charlies White, fully double white with a hint of yellow; Jay-Cee, a
vibrant red; and Moon River, cream with a pink blush. Fragrance is an
added attribute in most of these.

While peonies are unrivaled for eye-catching displays in the
garden, they also are excellent for indoor arrangements. If you desire
huge, exhibition flowers for arrangements or in the garden, remove the
side buds from the stems, leaving only the terminal bud to develop.

Peonies are being utilized increasingly each year as seasonal or
temporary hedge plants along walks and driveways and as substantial
backgrounds for summer annuals and other kinds of perennials. When
watered and fertilized after the blooms are gone, the foliage continues
attractive until cut down by frost.

As a seasonal hedge, peony plantings often provide needed space
for accumulations of shoveled snow after the foliage is cut down in fall.
The snow can be safely piled atop the dormant plants.- 17 -



PEONY SEED GERMINATION ILLUSTRATED
Don Hollingsworth

The development of peony embryos into seedlings is known to in
volve a prolonged period of time, the ultimate length of which is con
trolled by a particular cycle of temperature changes over time, the
seasonal cycle in nature. When the seeds are moist, the first stage of
development takes place under the warm temperatures of the "grow
ing" season. Rooting, however, is delayed until cooler temperatures oc
cur in early to mid autumn. After root growth is under way the shoot
bud comes into a preliminary development. However, the bud is dor
mant and requires many hours of cold (not freezing) temperatures for
the dormancy to be reduced.

It is believed that an important cause of peony seed germination
failure is due to insufficient reduction of bud dormancy before the soil
becomes too warm in the spring. If such seedlings survive until cold
temperatures return the following autumn, they would be expected to
complete dormancy reduction and commence growth at that time. This
has occurred with peony seedlings under experimental control, and
with magnolia seeds. I have had it happen when partly germinated
seeds were left out of doors over summer.

In nature, the Paeonia population of a particular region is, for
temperature controlled processes, tuned rather specifically to the local
climate. Thus the majority of seedlings are brought into growth under
conditions conducive to their survival. Under domestic culture, man
assembles plants from varied natural climates. Some can be expected
to be better adapted to the climate of the new site than are others. This
is seen when one observes that some peony seeds want a cooler
temperature in order to initiate root growth, thus waiting until later
autumn before rooting. Others will be seen to require fewer weeks of
winter dormancy reducing cold; their shoots will commence to extend
while most of those having similar root initiation times remain quite
dormant.

What can be done by persons desiring to grow peonies from seed
to obtain optimum rates of seedling production? In effort to refine
previously published information on controlled germination tech
niques, seed responses were tested under experimentally controlled
procedures, using three narrowly controlled temperature levels for
various time periods and in different sequences, including the se
quence already determined to give satisfactory germination.
Photographs were made to show some of the results.

Seedlings were successfully produced by the normal sequence of
environments using three narrowly controlled temperature levels:
Phase 1 at 25 ° C (77 ° F), Phase 2 at 15 ° C (59 ° F), and Phase 3 at 6 ° C
(43° F). The test for determining growth capability was to plant the
developing seedlings in containers and place them in a thoroughly- 18 -



warm greenhouse, well above the temperature required for dormancy
reduction.

Some of the results are portrayed in the photo illustrations which
follow.

Fig.l

Peony seeds of two different ancestral lineages Figure 1 il
lustrates the typically blocky, oblong seeds of Paeonia lactiflora (these
from cv. "Big Ben"). Their seed coats are of rich brown color and are
distinctively dull when dry. The prominent whitish appearance of the
attachment scar (the hilum) is due to an extra tissue, a small aril,
which surrounds it. Arils are not always small. In eunonymous and bit
tersweet an extensive aril grows entirely over the seed and is respon
sible for the bright color of the opened fruit. While no biological func
tion has been identified with the aril of peony seeds, its presence is
taken into account in the botanical classification of the genus.

Fig. 2

In Figure 2, the seeds are ball shaped, shiny and black in color.
They have a network of ridging over the surface and a more or less
prominent stub at the hilum. These are from a clone of the herbaceous
peony group which is beginning to be thought of as "early pastels- 19 -



hybrids." Rounded, black seeds are also typical of macro-Hybrid
peonies. Because of the similarity of seeds, foliage and habit between
the macros and the early pastels it seems probable that the older
macros figure prominently in the parentage of the other group.

One may be able to detect another feature by looking closely at the
seed which is positioned with the hilum facing upward. Next to and
just below the hilum is a pore in the seed coat, presumably the rem
nant of the micropyle, where the pollen tube grows to the ovule. This
provides a weak point through which the root normally emerges dur
ing germination. In some of the seed coats this pore is quite open, yet
seedling production is successful. Despite this seeming breach of pro
tective barrier, such seeds appear capable of resisting the invasion of
pathogens at the level of the inner tissues.

Seeds of early hybrid peonies. These are typical of seeds that are
fully imbibed with moisture as necessary for early development to pro
ceed. Actually, germination of these seeds is well under way. They
have already been given the autumn-like temperature required for root
growth and some of them show spreading breaks in the seed coat near
the hilum where the root is coming through.

Fig. 5

Seeds of early hybrid peonies in the root development phase. Note
the variable rate of growth. This variation is not believed to be directly- 20 -



due to the temperature manipulations of the experiment, but to reflect
other inherent tendencies of the individual seed.

Fig. 7

Root development in germinating seeds of early hybrid peony.
Root growth proceeds well at moderately cool temperatures, but cold
er levels are required for the reduction of plumule (shoot bud) dorman
cy. Whether or not cold is given, the small plumule will eventually take
shape, emerging from between the two cotyledons, which have now
lengthened, as is needed for the shoot to clear the seed when it does
grow. The undivided section seen between the base of the cotyledons
and the root is the hypocotyl, roughly equivalent to the crown of an
established peony plant.

Fig.O

Seeds of a "lobata type" hybrid ("Alice Roberts" x "Little Red").
Long plumules at the left are the result of normal sequence of
temperatures, wherein a long period of cold temperature was given for
reduction of dormancy. These are 4 to 6 weeks past the time at which
they could have been planted and would grow normally. At center are- 21 -



seeds which have been rooted the same length of time but were not
given the 6° C environment for dormancy reduction. Note the very
short plumules and reduced root development. Seeds at the right are
individuals carried with the center group but which were apparently
not ready to root when rooting phase temperature was given. All of
these seeds were purposely prolonged at the different phases to be
more certain that their development would not be improved by addi
tional time. This was in early July. The seeds were started early in the
previous October.

Fig. 9

Same seeds as the previous illustration, after being planted and
placed in the greenhouse for about 6 weeks, photographed in late
August. At this time the pots of unsprouted seeds were returned to the
cold chamber, 6° C (43° F), where some of the seedlings are now show
ing plumules extended above the soil (Oct. 15) and will grow when
returned to the greenhouse.

TO SUCCEED WITH PEONIES
When you receive your shipment of root divisions you will find

that they are ready for planting. No trimming or pruning is necessary.
A peony division is nothing more nor less than a well developed

root system with from three to five eyes or buds on the crown. When
planting, it is important to remember that the division should be plac
ed in the ground so that the eyes are covered by an inch and a half or
two inches of soil. Do not make the mistake of planting too deep. Two
inches is deep enough.

If the plants need fertilizer, use a small amount of bone meal
around each plant in the fall of the year.

At blooming time when the buds become soft and fluffy, cut some
of them and let them open in the house. Many varieties will keep for
ten days if cut when the buds are opening.- 22 -
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Matching Scholar Ch'ien's "White Peony"
by Po Chu-i

translated from Chinese by John Marney, Oakland University
Associate Professor of Chinese

"DiditoxA in tne city <2ieviiny tne JJovBetA,

$)ttowiifvcj one eCeniny umnina jtitne* anc tlvitnex.

(jBut tneAe anaooinec
J5x>v8exA

no one. noticeA,

cTnouyiv tixey too nofe tfve name txee peony.

C^ney &£oAAom 3eep avSay in a tempi*.
TDnex-e no douno oj cattiaye ox lioxde conwA.

cTne/xe iA on£y Sonolax (?n ien,

3ay 6 eno v3in3A amonc| tlxeix tniolcetA.

3Ce JeelA jo
x tnei* noa^y-vCnite aua£itieA

Since no one 6 tnete, jo
x tnemAe£ceA cue titey dvSeet£y j/xayxant.

TDnal tne tivxony xejectA, <
$ alone enjoy,

($n3 tmnAp£antec) dome in my couxtyaxo.
«$n £inaexiny dnaoov*A, at niyJtt tlxey 3o not oaxicen;

*£)K.eetiny tne cW*n, in tne <Hin£taJit tixey axe tlte jitAt to
IWanten.

^aciay tlxem, my neaxt too liecomeA peace^u£;

£Bejoxe eacn otlxex, tneix aodtxact viJuteneAA yxo\$A.

ony-on any a [in mo<W S<u»ctluan nioWnj ^j^1^* Stamen jioviie/iA

^P£uc4iny ana pfayiny axe vJnat tne iXxony <xmten3A |o
x.

cTney ou£f tnem ano compaxe tivei* coEoxA.

One attain iA £ilce a pxeciouA Atone.

cTnat a wJvy tne [vcivite peonied] axe do xaxe£y <2a£ue8,

dBno vsivy tney ate modtEy taicen &ynt£y.

S xea£i^e novS titat wnpxopex ca£ox

£Beiny IJiJceo ox natec JoEfoWA Human Jee£wyA.
$& it on£y oj JJoWexA tnat tniA iA ao?
oFniA p/tincip£e paaaM^A ^Lwmxm aj|aixA:
ou, Ait, Aee novS tnoAe inCo£ceo in tne timeA

oj
7 puxp£e y^cv^y an3 cximdon taient.
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Translator's note: Po Chu-i (772-846) of the great T'ang dynasty
(618-906) is one, if not the most beloved of China's scholar-poets. His
poetry is universally anthologized. Arthur Waley has written his
biography, The Life and Times of Po Chu-i (Allen and Unwin); and
another of Po's poems about peonies, translated by Waley, appeared in
APS #229. The poem here, with its poignant appeal for appreciation
of the neglected but truly aristocratic white peony has not been
translated before. The concept of "orthodox" "proper" primary,
undefiled colors, as opposed to "improper" "licentious" "mixed"
secondary colors comes from the Analects of Confucius (trans. A.
Waley, Allen & Unwin). Po's pity for the white peony appears in
another quatrain he wrote under the title "The White Tree Peony,"
which says, "Their white flowers chill and lone, no one loves, /Yet they
too hold a fragrant name, and are called 'tree peony.' " He concludes
that if the royalty were to proclaim their excellence, the commonfolk
would follow suit.

EVERY PEONY GROWER SHOULD KNOW
If you wish a clean garden, continue to cultivate, though it is not

necessary for the benefit of the peony, after August 1. Do not go
deeper than one inch. Water thoroughly every week or ten days if the
ground is dry and the plants show signs of wilting. A sprinkling does
no good.

Do not be disturbed if OFFICINALIS and hybrids reach maturity
at an early date. The fern leaf dies to the ground very early. Do not
disturb it.

Begin your spray program in the spring, when you see the tips of
the eyes. It is too late to spray for the disease of the leaves later in the
season. See Bulletin #231, page 27.

Do not cut your plants to the ground until late in the season, the
last of September, October, and November.

Mulch your newly planted peony roots in the fall. Peonies do not
have the opportunity to anchor themselves, so when freezing and
thawing comes in the very early spring, they are apt to be heaved out
of the ground. This could occur to established plants as well. Mulch
material ranges from marsh hay or any material that will hold the frost
in the ground until the temperature gradually maintains normal
degrees. If heaving takes place in your peony beds, replant the plants
immediately.

Average garden soil, well drained, with a generous amount of
humas suits the tree peony.

In the early spring, fertilize them lightly with a complete fertilizer.
A good mulch will conserve moisture. Spray early, just as the

plants are starting to grow, also the ground around them, using a good
fungicide. - 25 -



Plant the tree peony in a permanent location. Do not move it
unless it is absolutely necessary.

Peonies do not require ants to open the peony bud! They appear on
the plants when the buds are growing and feed on the honey the buds
exude. Beyond spreading disease, ants do no harm.

Probably the most serious menace to peonies is the damage caused
by the small eel worms called nemas. They feed on the small feeding
roots and make nodules on them similar to legume sacs. Sometimes
these nodules look like a lot of peas on the ends of the roots when dug.
They prevent the plant from getting its needed nourishments. They
are found in every section of the country but are more prevalent in the
south. Since four hundred or more of our common plants are host to
them, they are hard to deal with. They are invisible to the naked eye.
Roots planted in heavy soil are less subject to attack than those
planted in other soils. Several chemicals are now available to kill these
worms with no danger to the plant. See "Parasitic Root- Knot
Nematode in Garden Peonies" by Don Hollingsworth, page 41 of the
Handbook of the Peony, and also page 88 in the book, The Best of 75
Years, chapter 4, "Culture and Diseases."

WHAT RESULTS MAY BE EXPECTED FROM YOUR PEONIES
The first spring after planting, a standard division will make one

or more stems six or more inches high. Do not be discouraged if the
growth is low and only one stem appears. It may bloom and it may not.
There is nothing to worry about if it does not. Many of the most suc
cessful growers never allow a plant to bloom the first year. If you can
not resist the temptation to let it bloom, cut the flower as soon as it
fades, immediately below the bloom. Do not allow seed to form. These
first year blooms are often not typical of the variety. If they are not, do
not write the grower that the plant is untrue to name. You are prob
ably mistaken. They rarely give you a true picture of the variety.

The second year, the number of stems is usually double the
number that came the first year, and the growth is taller. The blooms,
if any, are nearer normal. Cut all blooms immediately after flowering,
with short stems. Some varieties take several years to make normal
flowers or even any kind at all. The third year growth also generally
doubles that of the second year, and the blooms should be normal in
every way. Do not cut the stems too long. After the third year, the in
crease is slower, and after the eighth or tenth year there may be none.
The finest flowers are produced from plants four to ten years old,
though many varieties may give exhibition blooms for twenty or more
years. Plants that have been well cared for will often live longer than
the owner. There are many from fifty to a hundred years old that are
still going strong. If they are forced into abnormal growth by the use
of stimulants they will give out in a few years.- 26 -



TREE PEONIES IN ARKANSAS
Jack Young, 105 Colonial Court, Little Rock, Arkansas 72215

Little Rock, Arkansas, is my home and I can locate no one who is
seriously raising tree peonies if the area. There is a near absence of
those who cultivate herbaceous peonies here, for that matter.
Although a real rookie in horticultural matters, I have read all I can
get my hands on about everything from azaleas to zoyzia in the past
couple of years, trying to avoid fatal mistakes.

Three years ago we bought a 60-year-old home on two lots. It was
professionally landscaped in the earjy 1950's, and before that the
rather steep drop to the rear was terraced with rock walls, patios, and
steps. The house was used as the Governor's Mansion in the late
1920's. The principal color is provided by banks of Karume azaleas,
with some larger clusters of indicas. I have improved the health and
well-being of the azaleas, mahonia beali, dogwoods, and other basic
plants. My immediate purpose, having now recovered numerous
border beds from English ivy, is to integrate tree peonies, herbaceous
peonies, hemerocallis, and other perennials into the landscape theme.
Fortunately, the shale and clay characteristic of western Little Rock is
covered by about a foot of very rich topsoil (added years ago), and an
underground sprinkler system serves the entire property. Soil Ph
seems to naturally hover around 6.5 unless treated (for azaleas) to
lower the Ph.

Last fall I acquired and planted Age of Gold, Hesperus, Thunder
bolt, Harvest and Banquet. They are in full sun for at least eight hours
each day. I also have four hybrid herbaceous peonies. Three of the tree
peonies bloomed last spring, as did all the hybrid herbaceous. With one
loss, presumably to root fungus, all of the plants took the summer
quite well. The tree peonies have lots of healthy buds and seem ready
for next spring. As to problems (?) to date, the leaves on one tree peony
seemed chlorotic, the next plant on each side, though, being all right,
and some of the branches on one tended to twist all summer, turning
the gray underside of the leaves upwards.

On the basis of apparent success to date, I am adding some
Japanese trees this fall and some more hybrid herbaceous, wondering
what about this climate is going to come upon my blindside; or if it's as
easy as it seems, why aren't more people in this area raising these
beautiful plants?

It would be most helpful to me if anyone in or about the middle of
zone 7 anywhere would drop me a line and let me have the benefit of his
experience in the problems peculiar to the mid to upper south. I will
also be most glad to share my experiences with others who may be in
terested.

- 27 -



THE OLD FASHIONED RED PEONY
WENT WEST WITH THE PIONEERS

IN COVERED WAGONS
The story of the winning of the west, of the men and women who

carved out their homes in the timber land, built the first rude bridges
and subdued the corn land, is not complete to flower lovers unless we
know something of the part that the old fashioned "red piney" played
during the migration years when the pioneers were establishing their
homes in the land of hope and opportunity.

On the overland trek they traveled light. Their equipment was
reduced to the bare necessities the covered wagon, the ox-team, pro
visions, and ammunition. The only emblem of hope and courage except
the gleam in the eyes of those who faced the west, nestled securely in a
corner of the wagon along with the axe, the candle mold and the copper
kettle. It was a "toe" from the old red piney that grew at the south cor
ner of the old homestead in Jersey or York State.

It was more than a tie to the home they were leaving, because the
red piney stood as an emblem a challenge that someday they would
succeed in pulling the stumps and subduing the prairie. And daily, as
they pressed on, following new and twisting trails, fording streams,
fighting hardships and obstacles, the pieces of root were snug and safe
in their meager cargo of bare necessities.

When they reached their goal and the spot had been selected for
the home, the very first spadeful of earth was lifted to plant the piney.
Symbolically, at that moment the family had sunk its roots into the
soil. The business of homemaking in a new land had started.

Years before their sons were old enough to enlist in the Civil War
the red piney had been divided repeatedly. Time after time a spade had
been forced down to get a root of the plant in order that neighbors and
friends might dedicate a small spot in their own door yard to the piney
that had been brought from back east. And so it went. Wagon trains
carried the red piney into new areas. Wherever the frontier was pushed
back a few miles, along it went, and each spring as soon as the snow
melted it continued to send up new shoots followed of course by
generous blooms.

For one hundred years and more, grandmothers by the tens of
thousands have given "toes" from the old fashioned peony to sons and
daughters, friends and neighbors in all states in city, town, and on
the farms. It is still widely grown throughout the country. Com
paratively few plants have been sold. They have been given away by
kindly and stalwart souls who somehow believe that man shall not live
by bread alone. It is perfectly fitting that this flower which is so close
ly bound with the memories and sentiment of our people should be held
in such high favor that it amounts to almost a tradition among flower
lovers.

Walton E. Milliman- 28 -



IRST EDITION ....PEONIES
A HISTORY OF PEONIES AND THEIR ORIGINATIONS
mpiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich in cooperation with the

nomenclature committee of the American Peany Society
In Three Parts

/c(»pr»MS

VARIETY CHECKLIST
Based on a list compiled and edited by
Mr. & Mrs. Byron Gist, completed in 1956,
and kept on file at Kingwood Center, Mans
field, Ohio.

REGISTERED PEONIES
Co npiled and edited by Greta M. Kessenich
from bulletins of the American Peony Society.
All varieties registered with the American
Peony Society are listed.
INTRODUCERS OF PEONIES AND THEIR
PRODUCTIONS
Peony varieties listed by growers and de
velopers with emphasis on information pro
vided by George W. Peyton during the years
he was secretary and editor.

5,000 INDIVIDUAL ENTRIES
Peony growers who have had to rely on
fragmented sources for tracking down
peony varieties and their origins can now
avail themselves of this magnificent work
a spiral bound, 9x12 inch book which

lists and presents a capsule history of all
varieties in commerce. It is the result of a
monumental research, compilation and
editing effor tby Greta Kessenich and the
nomenclature committee consisting of
three American Peony Society past presi
dents: Roy G. Klehm, Marvin C. Karrels,
and Clarence O. Lienau.

ORDER YOUR FIRST EDITION COPY NOW!
You'll enjoy this fine companion to your interest in peonies and will refer
to it many times during the course of your peony gardening activity.
It bears a beautiful color cover, contains 162 pages and is printed on
fine stock. Cover and all artwork contained inside is the work of artist
Joseph F. Kuczek. Price per copy $10.00

American Peony Society

250 Interlachen Road

Hopkins, Minnesota 55343

Please send me copies of "The History of Peonies and

Their Originations" at $10.00 per copy for which I enclose $

Name

Address

City State Zip



PEONIES AND WEATHER
The success of agricultural and horticultural projects is to a great

extent dependent on weather. Droughts, floods, storms, frosts and
freezes, burning winds and prolonged periods of cloudiness are
weather conditions that sometimes bring ruin or partial failure.
Peonies, blooming as they do in late spring and early summer, would
seem to be an especially vulnerable crop. A late, cold spring delays
their blooming so that they may encounter very hot summer .weather
in opening; violent thunderstorms often play havoc; excessively wet
weather may flood them or extreme drought limit their development.
Many unfavorable conditions or combinations of conditions due to the
vagaries of weather often cause much less than ideal seasons. Yet in
the twenty-five years or more that I have been interested in peonies, I
have never seen a season when they were a failure, or even came close
to being a failure.

Sometimes the early ones are hit pretty hard and amount to little;
more often hot weather strikes before some of the late ones open, and
they have a hard time; and most frequently, wind and rain strike when
they are at the height of bloom and cut short their time of glory. But
there are always peonies, early, midseason or late, sometimes all three.
Sometimes certain varieties fail or are very disappointing; but that
same year some variety most notable for its uncertainty will be
gorgeous. Over the years I have tried to correlate weather with peony
behavior, but with little success other than the obvious things such as
temperature and blooming time. However, of one thing I am certain:
growing conditions during the previous season determine in large
degree the amount of bloom and probably have much to do with the
quality. If good growing conditions obtain during the time when next
year's buds are forming (favorable moisture and temperature) there
will be more buds strong enough to make good stems and produce
flowers. If conditions are unfavorable, many buds will lie dormant
another year, or if they grow, have insufficient strength to develop a
flower, and the bud dies, a condition often erroneously attributed to
botrytis. I am unable to produce evidence to support my contention,
but I believe that conditions during the latter part of the growing
season have much to do with the size and quality of flower.

-W. A. Alexander, Bulletin 167

ERRORS ON PARADE
Ernest Flint Kelsey, East Aurora, N. Y., 1942

Perhaps a recount of my failures, mistakes and experiences by the
"trial and 'error" method of getting peony blooms ready for the big
show may possibly be of some help to those who are about to make
their first plunge. I warn you that this article will be of little or no use
or interest to the veterans of the show room. To them I doff my
weathered garden hat. I hope they will write on the "success" side of
this subject to the great profit of all of us.- 30 -



When it was decided to hold the 1941 show at Syracuse, 150 miles
from these small gardens, several friends wrote urging me to exhibit.
The project looked impossible and I dreaded to attempt it. However,
Harry Little's friendly urging, Christman's encouraging letters, as
well as those from Bongers, Peyton, Foster and others gave me
courage to attempt to measure blooms with the champions.

Mr. Little explained about covering the buds with small bags held
in place with rubber bands and that these bags should be pulled up
against the base of the bud so that the opening bud would have room
in the bag to unfold its petals. He also explained that you could tell
when they were ready to cut by squeezing the bags. After I had bought
my fourth big lot of bags the cracker barrel congress at the corner
store looked at me suspiciously. I heard one of them say between
squirts of tobacco juice, "What suppose he's doin' with all them air
bags?" They "rubbered" again when I cornered the local market on
rubber bands. Day after day I slipped those paper night caps on the
sleeping buds and day after day I answered the same question, "What
for, neighbor?" Right here let me mention a mistake. I slipped the
bags over what I considered the largest buds. On my return from the
show I noticed that the biggest and best blooms were on the thickest
stems. Perhaps you may think it strange I had not observed this
before. "Taking in" a show is also taking in a lot of information,
perhaps of greater benefit to you than medals and ribbons. The next
time if there ever is a next time I will look at not only the size of the
bud but also the thickness and general appearance of the stem and the
plant as a whole. My first mistake was my failure to disbud enough of
my peonies. Each season I purposely leave some with their laterals in
tact. Many people do not want them disbudded, preferring them with
laterals so that they may enjoy the bloom longer. However, I might
have disbudded more and had a better selection when cutting time
came. Disbudding is a slow, messy job, but it is one of the "must do"
details to get prize-winning blooms. The gummy stuff from those
lateral buds tastes like sorgum molasses seasoned with bitter aloes.
Tasting it is not a necessary detail; neither is smearing it all over your
pants. I admire the industry of ants, but for epicurean taste give me
the honey bee. Squeezing time finally arrived. I began the solemn
ritual of squeezing those bags. Said one, "You must learn by ex
perience," and as I had none I just squeezed and squeezed and
wondered, then pondered and squeezed again, "squeeze play" in
baseball parlance. I squeezed bagged peonies in my dreams, finally
reaching the height of the ridiculous when I squeezed the buns at the
dinner table. When to cut was as dark and mysterious to me as why
that wart came on my neighbor's nose.

My next mistake was in packing them in full sun and in a tool
room that was none too cool. Afterwards I learned that it is best to
chill them somewhat before shipping. There is no refrigeration plant
nearby but I could have packed them in a fairly cool cellar. After pack- 31 -



ing them I had to drive seven miles to an Express Office. From there
they were taken some distance to the train. I found the Express Co.
very helpful. Several times they made extra trips just to get my
blooms on the first train.

About the arrangements for their storage in Syracuse I knew
nothing, except that Harry Little took excellent care of them, unpack
ing and putting them in water and even arranging to have them moved
to the Exhibition building at just the right time. What small success I
had was due to the work of Harry Little, John Bongers, and W.F.
Christman perhaps there were others who helped on that busy morn
ing. My next mistake became apparent when arranging them for the
show tables. I neglected to have blooms of the same kind together.
When we finally removed the paper bags and got them into the con
tainers on the long work table we had a long and tiresome job getting
them separated for the various classes. Had not John Bongers come to
my rescue it never would have been done. It was all new and baffling to
me. It was at this time that I discovered my biggest mistake. I did too
much squeezing that is I continued my squeezing process too long. It
gave me a "sick at the stomach" feeling when I held a bald headed
bloom and watched a mess of petals fall at my feet. Typewriters have
no characters to indicate weeping, so let's pass on. I recall that Harry
Little once told me that he would rather have his blooms reach the
show table coming than going. I think we will all agree to that state
ment. There is a certain expectant charm to an opening flower that
disappears when it passes its prime. Some of mine were "going" and
some were "going, going, gone" and did not look like the blooms I had
seen at home the day I left for the show. I would say from my ex
perience it is better to cut them too early than too late.

It seems to me there are two essential rules to observe in preparing
blooms for the show room, proper timing in cutting and chilling before
packing for shipment. Of course, cold storage facilities near the show
rooms are essential, but that is always provided, so the amateur need
not concern himself about that detail.

Another mistake I made was to cut too many of one kind and not
enough of others. As a result, I had a lot of blooms good enough to
display but not enough of each kind to meet competition requirements.
In other words I did not cut my blooms with specific classes in mind.
Along with a sharp knife take your Exhibition program into the field.
It is not a gala day when I put my mistakes on dress parade and I am
not in a mood for shouting or flag waving. I remind myself that "I
know not and I know I know not" but if these "know nots" of mine are
in the least degree helpful to those who are about to make their first
display I will have accomplished my purpose. I would say to those who
hesitate, go to it, no matter if you're green. You will get a big thrill out
of it, win or lose. You will be more than repaid when you see those
grand displays and meet those big showmen, who are modest, friendly,
and helpful to every beginner who makes his first try at the "big
game." _ - _



WHY THE PEONY BLUSHES
Author Unknown

Submitted by Frederick Wolhowe, Frontier Gardens, Minot, N.D.

There are no weavers of myths today, non-political, and if there
were it is likely we should exclaim, "What nonsense!" and abruptly
dismiss their fictions. It is peculiarly fortunate for us that earlier
civilizations were either more tolerant or credulous it matters not
which thus insuring our legacy of legend and folk tale. If all such fan
cies were removed from literature the residue would seem singularly
barren. These reflections occur to us now because the peonies are
blooming. Ourselves, we know little about the peony except that it is
related to the buttercup. But the myth-weavers, who had given more
thought to the matter, in the morning of the world, knew why the
peony is pink or red mostly. And we are the richer for their surmise.

The nymph Paeonia was a bashful maiden, and her complexion
was that creamy well-nigh edible fairness which sometimes occurs on
the cheeks of Scandinavian girls. (We but endeavor to state the fact
comprehensibly.) Apollo thought her loveliest of all the nymphs for
this, of course, is a nature myth and he was whispering his appraisal
into a shell-like ear when Paeonia glanced over her shoulder she may
have felt guilty to listen and saw that the stately and magnificent
Venus was regarding her with anger. "Ah, you blush, my dear!"
remarked the jealous goddess, for the bashful nymph had crimsoned
deeply. "You are lovelier than ever," said Venus, "and, indeed, you are
lovely as a red, red flower." Poor Paeonia blushed even more crimson.
"It becomes you so," pursued Venus, "that you shall blush as a flower
forever!" And so the peony blushes.

There are some several different peonies in the garden, out in
suburbia, and nearly all these bear witness to friendships. For peony
lovers share their peonies. A more tractable, acquiescent herb never
flourished. Not even the cabbage. You may do what you will with it,
only that the roots must not be planted too deep. A root cutting given
to the garden, another of the sisterhood of the nymph, needs little care
except staking, when the buds begin to bend the stems. Have we
spoken of the fragrance of peonies? Some of them are as heady with
perfume as any lily. We should have spoken of it.

But you must never, no, never, dig peony roots in the dark of the
moon, fellow gardeners. Why? The ancients believed that Picas, the
woodpecker of Mars, would swoop down to peck out your impious
eyes. We had read that Chinese peonies were introduced into Europe
about 1800. That's in all the good garden books. But blessed if we ever
had heard, until lately, of that interesting bit about the Martian
woodpecker. The myths help, don't you think?

- 33 -



YOUTH
Youth is not a time of life it is a state of mind. It is not a matter

of red lips and supple knees; it is a temper of the will, a quality of the
imagination, a vigor of the emotions; it is a freshness of the deep
springs of life.

Youth is the predominance of courage over timidity, the love of
adventure over the life of ease. No one grows old by merely living a
number of years; they grow old only by deserting their ideals. Years
may wrinkle the skin, but to give up enthusiasm wrinkles the soul.

Worry, doubt, fear, and despair these are the long years that bow
the head and turn the youthful spirit back to dust. Whether sixteen or
sixty, there is in every being's heart the love of wonder, the sweet
amazement of the stars, the unfailing, childlike appetite for what next,
and the joy of the game of life.

You are as young as your faith, as young as your self-confidence;
you are as old as your despair. In that central place of your heart there
is a wireless station; so long as it receives messages of beauty, hope,
cheer, courage, grandeur, and power from the earth, from men, and
from the infinite, so long are you young. When the wires are
down and all the central place of your heart is covered with the snow
of pessimism and the ice of cynicism then you are grown old indeed.

Author Unknown

NEWSLETTER PAEONIA
Editors: The Lanings

Summarized by Bill Seidl
March 1979 Volume 10, No. 1
See June 11230 Bulletin, p. 40

Don Hollingsworth also points out that the degree to which soft
seeds are produced varies from very high to none, depending on the
type of cross. Fertilization does occur, Don assumes, but developmen
tal failure as opposed to environmental accidents occurs after that.
There are different stages of developmental failure: seeds that (a) are
hollow, (b) mold and decay, (c) do not break dormancy, (d) swell and
split at the hilum but do not root, (e) produce short roots, (f) produce
medium or long unbranched roots, (g) produce branched roots early
(probably a sign of pure lactiflora parentage). Steps (e) through (g) can
not be labeled failures although the short roots in step (e) might por
tend failure at the next growth stage. The experiment in which the
above stages were observed was not reported beyond the rooting
phase, but of course developmental failure could occur anytime before
plant maturity. In the experiment Don initiated indoor germination of
seeds obtained from seven crosses, namely Gertrude Allen (lactiflora)
x (a) Age of Gold, (2) Alice Harding, (3) Demetra, (4) Gauguin, (5)
Tecumseh, (6) Laning's Best (adv. gen. tet) and, as a control (7) Dawn
Pink (lactiflora). The first four, which are Itoh crosses, produced 16%- 34 -



hollow seeds, #5 53%, #6 95%, #7 0%. (The percents are based
on "corrected" figures, the figures in probable error arising from an ac
cidental mix-up of seeds of crosses 5 and 7.) The startling event in the
four Itoh crosses was a dramatically higher success rate with Age of
Gold pollen, attributed to its unusually high ratoof pollen germination
for an Fl lutea hybrid. Generally, soft-seed production tended to be ac
companied by a suppression in seed viability. The soft-seed production
in #5 and #6 crosses is not in conflict with other experiences with those
types of pollen parents, SLP-type and the advanced generation tets,
respectively. In the #5-type cross, seeds that initiate a root often com
plete germination successfully. When using parental plants of mixed
species origin, the suppression of seed production or viability and the
different stages of developmental failure are, at least in part, a conse
quence of the degree to which the chromosome pairs of the hybrid
parent do not precisely match in structural makeup, or "chromosome
mismatches."

In another article Don writes about some seed, flower color, and
plant characteristics of the herbaceous hybrids. His early yellow
varieties produce seed of two types: fat round black seed remindful of
those seen in the macro hybrids and gunmetal-blue seed tapered
toward the hilum. Other characteristics of the earliest hybrids are
season-long persistence of the foliage, easily-divided root system,
yellow flower color or a white influence that dominates the red
pigments of any officinalis-peregrina-lobata or lactiflora ancestry. All
these attributes could well derive from macrophylla sources. On the
other hand the mid-season hybrids are characterized by red coloration
and foliage that become shabby after midsummer. Don believes it will
take two or more generations to combine the red coloration with the
desired macro plant qualities.

Tree peony seedlings are not to be treated the same way as her
baceous seedlings, especially in the colder North, so warns Chris Lan-
ing. In the first place, although rooting TP's indoors is simple enough,
transferring to outdoors is essentially a transplanting process, a proc
ess resented by them. Secondly, prolonged freezing in the first years of
life kills all but the strongest seedlings, the strongest ones usually be
ing single-flowered. Finally, many one- or two-year-old seedlings will
not survive transplanting; waiting until the third year is recom
mended. To sum up: plant seed outdoors; space to allow for 2-3 years
uncrowded growth; give ample winter protection.

Display Advertising Rates Schedule

Size of Ad 4 Insertions
Single
Insertion

1-8 page
14 page
1-3 page
1-2 page
Full page

$ 25.00
40.00
50.00
65.00
100.00

$ 7.50
12.50
15.00
20.00
30.00
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I PEONIES
\ HERBACEOUS HYBRID TREE
j DAYLILIES JAPANESE IRIS
; FEATURING THE WALTER MARX INTRODUCTIONS
i Send for list:
j ALAN AND DOROTHY ROGERS
: 15425 S.W. Pleasant Hill Road

Sherwood, Oregon 97140 (503) 625-7241

"Schultz-lnstant"
| CON CtHTRATED SOLUBLE

20-3020
withModal5"MIXERATORYARDGUN"

Thepatentednon-clogging"Mixerator"Yard
Gunmakesapplicationeasyon largeareas.

Availableat your store or Sena$795with this
ad tor 5 lbs Schultz Fertilizer dius a $295
"Mixerator" Free (Estate Size 25 lbs with
2 "Mixeralors" $30001 Free delivery. Otter
expiresDecember31 1979 immediateshipment
Schultz Company

^ P»pt. APS 11730Northllm, SI. Loul., MO 63043 J

BOTH BOOKS $5.00 Postpaid.
THE PEONIES
John C. Wister

A most outstanding authority on both
herbaceous and tree peonies. Provides
full details on peony history, botany,
culture, hybridizing, plant illnesses and
remedies plus descriptions of today's
most popular varieties and their origi
nations.

HANDBOOK OF THE PEONY
Official Handbook of the American
Peony Society, recently edited and
published. Designed to provide infor
mational basics on all peony subjects.
Simple step by step culture instruc
tions made this work indispensable for
the novice and a great "refresher"
source for the professional.

HORTICULTURAL TOUR TO THE
PEOPLE S REPUBLIC OF CHINA,

HONG KONG,
or

AFRICAN HORTICULTURAL SAFARI
1980 DEPARTURES Thomas M. Driscoll
FOR DETAILS CONTACT: 718 Swedesford Road

Ambler, Penna. 19002



STOP KILLING
YOUR PLANTS

Easy-to-use precision instruments
show status instantly No soil samples,
chemicals or dyes. Simply insert probes
into soil Fundamental tools for growing
all plants

$4.95* s19.95* $9 95*
1 Moist-sure meter - Prevents over-
watering - #1 killer of plants.

2 pH meter - End soil guesswork - Get
acid/alkalinity balance

3 Moisture/light meter - Know your
water & light needs

* Complete instructions & guide for
over 350 plants 1 yr warranty

Order from Dept. APSB
Environmental Concepts
710 N W 57th St
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33309

Check, M 0 , Mastercharge, Visa
Send for fund raising offer
Special! All three $30 00

Brand
peonies
Minnesota's
oldest nursery

Dependable since 1868

Catalog upon request

Brand
Peony Farm
and Nursery
Box 36. Faribault. MN 55021 y

Will purchase all types of
peonies, regardless of quantity

or age.
Also seeking some
Itoh-Smirnow hybrids,

Fan-Tan and Oriental Gold.

Write giving details.
LOUIS SMIRNOW & SON

85 Linden Lane
Brookvllle, N.Y. 11545

Peonies Iris Daylilies Perennials

Busse Garden Center
"t3fu ^itinnciota tPcrcnniaf ^Pco/iU"

635 EAST 7th STREET
COKATO, MINNESOTA 55321 (612) 2S6-26S4

Catalog $1.00 refundable on first order



HERBACEOUS AND TREE PEONY HYBRIDS

DAVID REATH
VULCAN, MICHIGAN 49892

HEMEROCALLIS (Daylily)
Enjoythis wonderfulflowerfromspringto autumnfrost. Its longblooming

season will greatlyexpandyour gardenenjoyment.
Constant improvementsin color, size, formandhabits insure rapidgrowth

of interest in this fine perennial.
Four quarterly Journals are filled with informative data on varieties,

culture, performanceand progress.Many Round Robins open to participation.
Annual Membership $7.50

Join THE AMERICAN HEMEROCALLIS SOCIETY
Joan D. Senior, Sec'y.. Rout* 2, Box 360,DeQueen,Arkansas 71832

INTERESTED IN DAFFODILS?
Join THE AMERICAN DAFFODIL SOCIETY, INC.

MEMBERSHIP BRINGS YOU . . .
Basic informationon daffodil culture, typesand classification,

recommendedvarieties,showproceduresand placesto buy bulbs.
TheDaffodil Journal, a quarterlyof theSociety,just full of infor

mationyou shouldhave.
The privilegeof attendinglocal,regionalandnationalmeetings.
And new friendsall over the USA, all enthusiasticabout Daf

fodils.
Annual Membership $7.50

Don't delay.Sendyour checktodayto:
William O. Ticknor, ExecutiveDirector

AmericanDaffodil Society,Inc.
Tyner, N.C. 27980

'

COLOR SLIDf COLLECTION
Color Slide Collection: The American Peony Society maintains

several groups of excellent sets of peony sides for rental. Each set con
tains 80 slides. A complete set can be requested of all tree peonies,
herbaceous hybrids or lactifloras or a combination of these three types.

Slides should be ordered three weeks in advance of date to be
shown. Return slides promptly. Return postage, including insurance
must be paid by the renter. Insurance $50.00. A charge of $2.00 is
made for every missing slide. Count slides when received and again
before sealing for return. A duplicate of any slide is not accepted,
when returned. Rental fee, $7.50.

Send request and check to: Richard Edblom, 69 17 45th Ave. N.,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55428



SEND FOR FREE FULL COLOR BROCHURE

Klehm's championship and award
winning peonies are fully guaranteed.
Your satisfaction is assured.

6PEONIES

CHAS. KLEHM & SON

KLCHffl
SINCE 1852

fiur/ery
2 E. ALGONQUIN ROAD 312/437-2880
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILLINOIS 60005

Charter Member American Peony Society

PEONIES IRISES HERMOCALLIS
Send $1.00 for our 93th Anniversary Catalog 96 pages in color

(1979) deductible from first catalog order.

Peak peony bloom usually the 20-22nd of May

SEASONS GREETINGS

GILBERT H. WILD & SON, INC.
Dept. APS 1279 Sarcoxie, Missouri 64862

TREE PEONIES
America's Tree Peony Headquarters and

The home of the NEW RACES of Peonies the Itoh-Smirnow hybrids.

Also herbaceous, herbaceous hybrids and species

Send for our ne-v catalog with features for all enthusiasts
List of varieties, just received from Mainland China
Tips for the Home Gardener
Aid to the Hybridizer
200 photographs of tree-herbaceous-hybrids

LOUIS SMIRNOW AND SON
85 LINDEN LANE, GLEN HEAD P. O., BROOKVILLE, L. L., N. Y. 11545
"You are more lilrely to find it here than anywhere else in the world."

Send $1.00 will credit you $2.00 with each order.



fting 3n tl|e £faui 1980
The first paragraph written 28 years ago it could, with meaning be
written as of this day.

"There is no doubt that our quarterly Bulletin is the cement that
binds the rocks of the Society's foundation together. I guess we all
agree that if we dispensed with the Bulletin, the Society would crum
ble to zero. The bigger and better the Bulletin, the more chances there
are of increasing the membership. So, in stimulating more interest in
the 'Queen of Flowers,' we must give the Bulletin a perpetual fattening
diet. I know everyone is interested in this endeavor. To accomplish
this, more contributions to the Bulletin must be received. We cannot
climb upward if the major part of the contributions continually comes
from a number that you can count once arond on one hand."

"What would we do without these dedicated and talented writers!
They reach out gently and firmly keeping the foundation secure.

"You belong to the Society also and the pages of the Bulletin con
tinually extend a silent invitation for a contribution from you, either
pictures that tell a story or an article of interest regarding the peony or
your work with them. There are many avenues open to you, for
material of interest."

With the coming of the New Year, resolve to contribute in some
way to the Bulletin. This publication reflects what we are, where we
are going, and what has been achieved.

HUappn Holtaans.
Greta M. Kessenich, Secretary
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